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ABSTRACT 

The traditional pipeline model for biological data is being         
challenged due to the increasing size and increasing        
geographical distribution of the data. Together, the massive        
size of datasets produced by advances in technology (e.g. next          
generation sequencing) and the need for analysing data        
coming from different sources is making it harder to run          
pipelines in-house at scale [1,2]. Moreover, accessing       
human-related data across different locations and      
organisations comes with its own authentication and       
authorisation problems due to the legal and privacy issues         
associated with this type of data and it access and movement. 
 
Cloud computing addresses many of these issues. By        
leveraging additional new resources on demand, we can deal         
with scalability problems when they occur. Moreover, when        
having data stored on the cloud, we can deploy a cloud-ready           
pipeline close to it, effectively moving compute to data and          
avoiding all the problems associated with the transfer of large          
datasets over long distances and across legal jurisdictions.  
 
The EBI Cloud Portal (https://portal.tsi.ebi.ac.uk/) is being       
developed to provide scientists and cloud experts with a         
platform where computational biology becomes scalable,      
reusable, and reproducible, and abstracted away from the        
different concepts, services, programmatic interface and      
integration models offered by different cloud providers. It        
provides an application model where expert developers can        
focus on these engineering and deployment challenges to        
make cloud-ready applications available for scientists to easily        
deploy on different providers. Any cloud provider can be used          
given the right credentials and configurations, these being        
either provided by the scientist themselves or shared by some          
organisation owner (e.g. a group leader). In both cases the          
Authentication, Authorisation, and Profile (AAP) service acts       
as an identity provider and controls the access rights to both           
applications and cloud resources. Scientists just have to make         
use of an account associated to Elixir in order to access all the             
services provider by the EBI Cloud Portal that are available to           
them, see proxy statistics [3]. By doing so we reuse trust from            
established communities while being able to define custom        
sharing and authorisation rules. 

As exemplar use-cases, the EBI Cloud Portal can be         
customised to deliver community-specific features for      
different domains. The BioExcel and Phenomenal community       
has been able to leverage the cloud portal’s multi-cloud         
provisioning APIs to create a bespoke portal for their         
community. The Marine meta-genomics and proteomics      
communities have also used the generic EBI Cloud Portal to          
package and share their tools and complex workflows as ECP          
applications that can be reused within and outside their         
community. 
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